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Abstract
Single Event Upsets (SEUs) pose a serious threat to
computer reliability and longevity. SEU effects are found
at sea level, in airborne avionics, and in space. At the
system level, SEUs in processors are controlled by
replication and voting, watchdog processors, and tagged
data schemes. SEUs in memory subsystems are
controlled by periodically scrubbing words protected by
an Error Control Code (ECC). The rate of memory
scrubbing affects the performance and reliability of the
entire computer system. There are tradeoffs between
using radiation hardened semiconductors, scrubbing
rates, and ECC capabilities. Previous tradeoff analyses
have used simplified analytic models.
The system effects of SEUs may be evaluated by Markov
modeling. Markov modeling has been extensively used
for modeling processor redundancy; here it is also used
for memory subsystems. A modeling methodology is
presented which extrapolates chip transient and
permanent failure rates to the system level, allows
evaluation of alternative ECCs, and permits sensitivity
analyses. The results for an example memory subsystem
show that scrubbing effectiveness may be relatively
insensitive to scrubbing rate.

1.0 Introduction
Radiation poses a serious threat to computer reliability
and longevity. A single high-energy particle may cause a
transient state change, i.e. a Single Event Upset (SEU),
in computer memory or combinational logic circuits. SEU
effects are found at sea level [24, 31], in airborne
avionics [19, 20], and in space [1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 32]. The effect of SEUs on chips has
been extensively investigated and programs, e.g.
CREME [21], have been written to predict a chip's SEU
rate. SEU effects may be minimized at the integrated
circuit level by changes to the process technology. These
changes tend to increase circuit area and decrease
speed of operation.
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At the system level, SEUs in processors are controlled
by fault-tolerance techniques such as replication and
voting, watchdog processors, and tagged data schemes
[13,16,30]. SEUs in memory subsystems are controlled
by use of error control codes (ECCs) [4,17,21] and a
process called scrubbing. The scrubbing process
periodically reads each word in the memory. If the
number of faulty digits in a word is less than or equal to
the number the ECC can correct, then the digits are
corrected and the word is written back to memory. If the
number of faulty digits exceeds the ECC's capability, the
errors cannot be corrected and the memory has failed.
Fault-tolerance to memory failures requires either
physical redundancy via replication or temporal
redundancy via checkpoint rollback schemes. In most
aerospace applications physical redundancy is
undesirable because mass, volume, and power are at a
premium.
The rate at which SEUs are scrubbed from memory
affects the performance and reliability of the entire
computer system. Infrequent scrubbing leads to an
accumulation of faults and increases the probability of
exceeding the ECC's capability. Conversely, frequent
scrubbing uses memory cycles that might otherwise be
used by the operating system or an application program.
There is a recognized tradeoff between using ECCs and
scrubbing or using lower density, higher power,
radiation-hardened semiconductors to achieve reliability
[7,32]. Previous analyses of the tradeoffs between the
use of simple ECCs, the additional hardware for the ECC,
failure due to that additional hardware, and the system
impact have been based on simplified analytical models;
detailed analytical models are intractable.
This paper introduces the idea of Markov modeling for
SEU effects. Markov modeling allows extrapolation of
chip failure rates to the subsystem and system level,
allows more sophisticated tradeoff evaluations, and
permits sensitivity analyses. The remainder of this paper
is organized in three parts. Section 2 provides
background about the SEU problem, expected SEU
failure rates, and SEU control techniques. Section 3
introduces the use of Markov modeling techniques for
memory subsystems and develops one model in detail.
Section 4 presents the modeling results and generalizes
the applicability of the modeling techniques.

2.0 Background
Semiconductors, at sea level or in space, may encounter
many different irradiating particles, e.g., photons (as
gamma rays or x-rays), charged particles (as electrons,
protons, alpha particles, or other ions), and neutrons.
These irradiating particles cause ionization as they pass
through a semiconductor. If the ionization deposits a
charge that exceeds the noise margin of a circuit, an
SEU occurs. An SEU is a state change in a memory cell
or a logic circuit. Circuits with small noise margins, e.g.
memory cells of small geometry, are particularly
susceptible to SEUs. In general, SEUs are transient
faults and do not cause permanent damage, although
the total radiation dose causes a threshold voltage shift
and eventual failure.
Both processors and memories may fail due to SEUs.
High density, dynamic random access memory (DRAM)
is particularly susceptible to SEUs. Static RAM,
processor flip-flops, and combinatorial logic are also
susceptible, but to a lesser extent. Hardware
susceptibility to SEUs increases with decreasing device
size, and with increasing radiation intensity.

2.1 SEU Fault Rates
Semiconductor memory is particularly susceptible to
SEUs because it is composed of densely packed,
minimum geometry devices. Protection of memory from
SEUs is therefore of critical concern. Sufficient
experimental and empirical evidence has been generated
to gauge the occurrence rates and effects of SEUs. For
instance, over a two-year period a total of 72 SEUs
occurred in a satellite memory. The memory consisted of
48K bytes of 1K bit static RAM chips. Multiple faults
occurred from single particles: 9 double faults, 1 triple
fault, and 1 quadruple fault [5]. As another example, a one
megabit NMOS DRAM in the 90% worst-case solar
spectrum is expected to have upset rates between 0.3
/chip/hour and 17 /chip/hour [25].
The flip-flops and logic gates of a processor are also
susceptible to SEUs. The evidence to date indicates that
fault rates for microprocessors are commensurate with the
rates of high-density RAM. For example, using the
CREME program [2] the upset rate for several single-chip
-4
microprocessors was shown to be between 1.2 10 /hour
-4
2
and 8.4 10 /hour (784 km 98° orbit, 1g/cm Al shielding,
solar minimum weather). For the worst case solar flare,
the rates increased to between 3 and 18 upsets per hour
[12]. As another example, the on-chip RAM of the INMOS
Transputer was found to contribute almost 95% of the
observed SEUs. Even if a Transputer had a protected
off-chip RAM, the expected fault rate is 1.5/day in the
processor during a worst-case solar flare (900 km 98°
orbit) [28].
The composite worst-case solar flare particle environment
imposes an extreme demand on aerospace computer
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design. Solar flares may increase the nominal upset rate
by three or four orders of magnitude [22]. These events
are at their worst for only a few hours, but may be above
nominal for a few days [1]. Further, there are factors of
two to three uncertainty in our knowledge of the basic
interplanetary heavy ion environment and the benefits of
geomagnetic shielding [1,22]. As memory density
increases, faults due to direct ionization by protons in the
radiation belts may become the limiting factor on space
mission longevity.

2.2 SEU Control
Single event upsets may be controlled by radiation
hardening (a fault-avoidance technique) or by radiation
tolerance (a fault-tolerance technique). Radiation
hardening techniques typically involve integrated circuit
process changes. Shielding, a fault-avoidance technique
may be counter productive due to bremsstrahlung
radiation and nonlinear energy deposition rates [14].
Fault-tolerance techniques include the use of ECCs for
memories and processor registers; replication with voting
for
ALUs
and
processors;
and
watchdogs,
checkpoint-rollback, and memory reloading for software
execution.
An example process change for radiation hardness is the
addition of cross-coupled resistors in CMOS memory
cells [3]. Device hardness may be increased by reducing
the gate oxide thickness, by making the p-well as small
as possible, and by increasing the size of metal
interconnections. All of these techniques have
drawbacks in chip area and speed of operation.
As opposed to SEU fault-avoidance, where the fault
occurrence is postponed, it is possible to apply fault
tolerance techniques to handle the inevitable failures. Of
particular interest for memories is the use of ECCs. An
ECC is described by the triple (n,k,d), where d is the
minimum Hamming distance between all pairs of
codewords. ECCs incorporate redundancy by encoding k
digits of information (a data word) into an n digit
codeword, where k < n. Depending on the amount of
redundancy, the code may correct c errors and detect an
additional d errors. The codewords, rather than the data
words, are stored in memory. As a codeword is read, a
decoder uses the redundancy to detect any errors or to
reconstruct the original data word by correcting any
errors. The code fails when the decoder does not detect
an error or incorrectly corrects an error.
An ECC provides protection for some prespecified
number of faults. However, faults may occur and
accumulate sufficiently to defeat the code, depending on
the radiation environment and the frequency of
accessing a specific word in memory. A fault which has
not been detected is called latent. If the number of latent
faults in a word are correctable they are called passive
latent faults. More latent faults than this are called active
latent faults; they will cause an error when the word is
read. Fault latency may be controlled by periodically

accessing all memory locations, correcting faults if
necessary. The periodicity required is determined by
reliability modeling and simulation as demonstrated in
the following sections.

for a pure Markov model is assumed to depend only on
the current state. This is equivalent to assuming that
failure rates are constant and that failure occurrence is a
Poisson process.

The on-chip use of ECCs has been proposed to reduce
the apparent SEU susceptibility. For example, using 256
Kbit DRAMS with an on-chip single-bit ECC and
scrubbing the entire memory in 1.25 seconds, it was
possible to scrub the effects of up to 5 particles
2
/cm /second. An on-chip ECC is not sufficient by itself,
there were some events, such as pull down of whole bit
lines, that affected many bits simultaneously and many of
the single ion tracks affected multiple bits [32].

A Markov model has been developed for a generic
memory subsystem. The generic memory subsystem is
assumed to be RAM, Mw chips wide by Md chips deep as
shown in Figure 1. Each chip is Cw bits wide by Cd bits
deep as shown in Figure 2. There are Mw digits of Cw bits
each in a word. If a chip is organized N x 1, the digit is
one bit; if organized N x 4, the digit is a nibble; if
organized N x 8, the digit is a byte. Because chips may
fail for reasons other than SEUs, the memory is
assumed to be protected by a digit ECC capable of
correcting c errors and detecting d errors in units of Cw.

Memory chips may fail in complex manners and for
reasons other than SEUs. Empirical data suggests that a
permanent fault rate for a chip is between approximately
-7
-8
10 /hour and 10 /hour [18]. When there is a significant
probability of an entire chip failing, ECCs are developed
over digits of the width of the chip [6,9]. That is, ECCs for
digits are developed by working over the Galois field
w
GF(2 ), where a digit is w bits. For example, there is a
(17,15,3) code over GF(24) which can be shortened to a
(10,8,3) code. The (10,8,3) code encodes 8 digits, of 4
bits each, into 10 digits, of 4 bits each. This digit
4
correcting code is distance 3 over GF(2 ). It can correct a
word with 1 faulty digit or detect (but not correct) a word
with 2 faulty digits. With only n-k=2 redundant digits (8
redundant bits) it is not possible to develop a code that
can correct single digits and detect double-digit errors.

The Markov model is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The
states of the Markov model are labeled with the two
tupple (h, s) representing the number of permanent
(hard) and transient (soft) faults in the memory. These
are latent faults, i.e. probabilistically no word has more
faults than the ECC can correct. When a new fault
occurs, there is some probability that a word will have
more faults than the ECC can correct, i.e. a latent fault
has become active. When this happens there is a
transition (shown in to upper right of Figure 4, but not in
Figure 3) to a failure state. The assumption of immediate
transition is conservative. An active latent fault does not
cause an error until the faulty word is read.

Other redundancy techniques are possible for SEU
control. At a higher level than simply protecting the
memory, N-modular redundancy and voting may detect
(mask for N > 2) single event upsets. If fault-tolerance is
mandated for a control system, then single event upsets
may already be controlled provided that the system
fault-model includes the manifestation of SEUs.
The effects of SEUs on program flow in TI's SBR9000
microprocessor, ignoring the effect of SEUs on data, are
96% detectable by illegal opcode detection, invalid
opcode address detection, invalid read/write address
detection, and unused/nonexistent memory detection
[16]. The effects of SEUs on program flow, ignoring the
effect of SEUs on data, is 85% to 90% detectable by
containment set modifications to `typical' control system
software and addition of a watchdog timer [13,30].

Figure 1: Memory Board Array of Chips

3.0 System Modeling
The applicability of Markov modeling to evaluating
processor redundancy and fault-tolerance techniques
has been extensively studied, see e.g. Trivedi [29]. This
section introduces the use of Markov modeling
techniques for SEUs in memory subsystems. A Markov
model is a directed graph where the nodes represent
system states and the arcs represent transition rates
between the states. The probability of a state transition
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Figure 2: Chip Dimensions

In the model, the transient and permanent faults are
known to be independent because permanent faults
supersede transient faults. Further, the sum of all faults
in a word are less than or equal to the correctable
number, c, because the transitions into a non-failed state
are conditioned by the probability that the number of
faulty digits is less than c.
The detailed Markov model state transitions are shown in
Figure 4. The probability of a digit, word, chip, etc. being
faulty is the probability mass function of a Bernoulli
random variable. For instance, given s SEU induced
faulty memory digits, the probability that a given word
contains k faulty digits, Pws(s k), is

Figure 3:Memory Subsystem Markov Model
(Without Recovery or Failure Transitions)
where MdCd is the number of words in the memory.
Given that a word contains k SEU faulty digits, the
probability that a given digit contains j faults, Pds(k, j ), is

where Mw is the number of digits in a word and j is limited
to 0 or 1 because any number of SEUs in a digit means
that the digit is faulty.

Figure 4: State Transition Rates
In the model, horizontal transitions to the right occur
when a digit, not previously faulty, is affected by an SEU.
Transitions to a state with one less transient error (shown
as diagonal transitions to the lower left in Figure 4, but
not shown in Figure 3) occur when transient faults are
scrubbed. When an SEU occurs it may further corrupt an
already faulty digit or it may corrupt a new digit.
(Conservatively it is assumed that subsequent faults do
not repair the effects of previous faults.) If the fault
corrupts an already faulty digit, there is no change to the
system, and therefore no change to the model. If a new
digit is corrupted, the memory may accumulate a new
faulty digit, or a passive latent fault may become active,
as when the capability of the ECC is exceeded.
In the model, vertical transitions occur when a permanent
fault occurs. A permanent fault may mask previous
SEUs, therefore the vertical transitions may be diagonal
to the upper left. That is, if a permanent fault occurs in a
chip that has j transient faults, then the next state will be
that of one more permanent fault and j fewer transient
faults.
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The probability that a given chip contains k SEU induced
faulty digits, Pcs(s k), is

where MwMd is the number of chips in the memory.
Finally, given h permanently faulty chips, the probability
that a given word contains k permanent faults Pwh(h, k),
is

where Mw is the memory width in chips.

The Markov model state transition equations, Figure 4,
may be derived from the definitions of Pws(s k), Pds(k j),
Pcs(s k), and Pwh(h k). For example, SEUs occur at the
rate MdMwλs, where λs is expressed per chip per unit
time. The probability that the memory accumulates a
new SEU, Ps->s+1, is the probability that for any possible
number of permanent faults in the word the digit affected
by the SEU does not have a permanent fault; and that
for any number of transient faults in the word, such that
the word has less than c total faults, the digit affected by
the SEU is not already faulty because of an SEU. The
other state transition equations are derived similarly.

An assumption has been made that each transient fault
affects only one digit and that the faults are uniformly
distributed in the memory. Removal of this assumption is
discussed in Section 4.1.
An assumption has been made that scrubbing is
effectively a continuous process. That is, if there are s.
SEUs in the memory, on average one SEU will be
encountered in 1/s of the memory scrub time. Therefore
one SEU will be removed at s times the scrub rate,
where the scrub rate is the inverse of the scrub time. The
scrub rate is expressed as number of complete passes
through memory per hour. If the scrub rate is much
larger than the SEU rate, then scrubbing might be
modeled as a batch process. Variations on modeling the
scrubbing process are discussed in Section 4.1.
4.0 Results
Programs have been written to automatically generate
the Markov model of Figure 3 with the transition rates of
Figure 4. The program output is a model description in
the input syntax of the Markov model solver PAWS
(Pale Approximation With Scaling) from NASA Langley
Research Center [8]. The program input includes the
maximum number of transient and permanent errors
(this bound is later checked to ensure numerical
accuracy); the memory organization Mw, Md, Cw, Cd; and
the ECC capability c, and d. The results are produced
symbolically in λs, λh, and the scrubbing rate τs.

By definition,

and

3.1 Modeling Assumptions
A number of conservative assumptions have been made
in developing this model. The assumption of immediate
transition to a failure state is conservative because an
error does not occur until a faulty word is read.
Theoretically, execution of the operating system and
application programs may scrub SEUs from a memory. If
a faulty word is never read, or is written over, the memory
subsystem would not actually fail. However, analysis of
memory access patterns indicate a highly irregular
distribution and long fault latencies [11]. Over the time
scales of interest, a small portion of the memory will be
accessed extensively, a small portion will not be
accessed at all, and a large portion will be accessed
infrequently. Memory locations that are infrequently
accessed by normal operation may contain active latent
faults which will cause an error when read.
A permanent fault is assumed to cause all of the bits in
an entire chip to be faulty. This is a conservative
assumption since single bits in a chip may suffer
permanent faults (the Voyager 11 is a case in point [15]).
Removal of this assumption is discussed in Section 4.1.
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Reliability analyses have been performed for various
ECCs by allowing time to vary for fixed values for λs, λh,
and τs. Sensitivity analyses have been performed for
various ECCs by fixing a value of time and individually
varying for λs, λh, and τs. The sensitivity analysis
demonstrates the tradeoffs possible between the
additional memory chips for various ECCs, the
increased probability of failure due to those additional
chips, and the effectiveness of scrubbing.
A crucial question in modeling high-reliability systems is
that of model validation. In the results reported here, the
programs, mathematics, and models are simple enough
that they may be verified by exhaustive testing and
inspection. As with any modeling, however, the results
are only as good as the input parameters and model
assumptions. In this case the critical parameters are the
time it takes to scrub the memory, τs the SEU fault rate
per chip, λs and the permanent fault rate per chip, λh.
Consider the case of a memory composed of 64K x 4
static RAM chips (Cd = 216, Cw = 4). Suppose the memory
is 256K words deep and wide enough for a 32-bit word
plus ECC redundancy (Md = 4, Mw > 8). From the results
of Section 2.1, SEU bit error rates (BERs) between
-9
-4
10 /day and 10 /day have been used. This is λs
between approximately 10-5/chip/hr and 1/chip/hr. From
MIL-HDBK-217E, the expected permanent failure. rates,
-7
λh, are between approximately 10 /chip/hr and
-6
10 /chip/hr [18]. Memory scrubbing is only desirable if

it does not interfere excessively with other computations.
The range of interest is between once per hour and once
per second.
To limit the state space of the model, an upper bound
was assumed on the maximum number of permanent
and transient faults that would ever be simultaneously
present in the memory. This bound was arbitrarily set at
ten and fifty, respectively. This assumption was verified
by investigating the probability that the model was ever
in a state with the maximum number of faults. This
probability was numerically negligible for all of the results
reported here.
The probability of failure as a function of time for various
ECCs is shown in Figure 5. For this simulation, the bit
-4
error rate was 10 /day, i.e. λs = 1.09/hour; the
permanent failure rate was 10-6/hour; and the scrubbing
rate was 60/hour, i.e. one complete pass through
memory each minute. The reliability improvement from
using double and triple digit ECCs at this scrubbing rate
is obvious.
Surprisingly, as shown in Figure 6, the memory reliability
is relatively insensitive to the scrubbing rate (10 hour
mission time, λs and λh as before). The diminishing
returns for faster scrubbing may be seen from left to right
in Figure 6. Changing the scrubbing rate from 7 to 700,
the single digit ECC memory reliability improves a factor
of 27; the double digit ECC memory reliability improves a
factor of 10; the triple digit ECC memory reliability
improves a factor of 4. The better the ECC, the slower
the scrubbing needed to achieve the maximum reliability.
Very low scrubbing rates have not been simulated where
the numerical error due to the model bounds is
significant.
A sensitivity analysis, varying the permanent fault rate,
for a single digit ECC, is shown in Figure 7 (1 minute
scrubbing, other parameters as before). The graph may
be divided into three regions: above the left dashed line
the probability of failure is dominated by double transient
2
faults, Pfail ∝ λs , below the right dashed line the
probability of failure is dominated by double permanent
2
faults, Pfail ∝ λh ,and between the dashed lines both
permanent and transient faults contribute to the
probability of failure Pfail ∝ λs. λh.
The same sensitivity analysis as Figure 7, but for a
double digit ECC, is shown in Figure 8. Again, the graph
may be divided into three regions: above the left dashed
line the probability of failure is dominated by triple
3
transient faults, Pfail ∝ λs , below the right dashed line
the probability of failure is dominated by triple
permanent faults Pfail ∝ λh3 and between the dashed
lines the dominant failure mode is two permanent
2
failures and one transient failure Pfail ∝ λs λh . A distinct
2
region where Pfail ∝ λs λh is not found; it is an unlikely
failure mode.

4.1 Model Extensions
There are several possible extensions and future work
associated with this study. The present model is
predicated on single digit faults resulting from ionizing
radiation. However, an SEU is not necessarily a single
upset; for instance, multiple bit faults occur due to single
ionizing particles [5,32]. Another failure mode in highdensity memories which leads to multiple bit faults is
alpha particle induced charge transfer between cells [10].
The present model might be extended to analyze this,
provided that realistic multiple digit fault rates could be
established. The present model also assumes that
permanent faults affect the entire memory chip. The
model could be extended to remove this restriction if the
permanent fault rates could be decoupled into individual
digit fault rates, row or column fault rates, and entire chip
fault rates.
The assumption of a constant rate scrubbing process
may not be realistic depending on the implementation. A
fast, infrequent scrubbing might be better modeled,
depending on the actual mechanism, as a batch process
where faults accumulate and then are all removed at
once. In this case, the recovery transitions would be back
to the zero transient fault state. It is simple to change the
model to study this mode of operation.
In some cases it might be of interest to distinguish
detectable from undetectable memory failures, provided
the ECC has correctability c strictly less than detectability
d. Two types of failure states would be required, one for
detected, but uncorrectable, errors and another for
undetected incorrect correction. The fault occurring state
transitions would not be conditioned by the probability of
a word having less than c errors. The transition to the
failure state, detected or undetected, would occur when
the scrubbing process (or other program activity) read a
word with between c and d or greater than d faults,
respectively. It would be necessary to probabilistically
characterize program and operating system activity.
The memory modeling, or simulation results,
demonstrated here could be incorporated into a system
Markov model. The two-dimensional memory model
could be extended to n dimensions for redundant
processors, buses, etc. The transitions between the new
states would depend on the system fault-tolerance
techniques. A disadvantage of this approach is
explosion of the number of model states. A more
appropriate, hierarchical approach would be to model
the system with the memory as a single device whose
failure rate was determined by simulations such as those
presented here.
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5.0 Conclusions
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A methodology for the reliability modeling of memory
subsystems in a radiation environment has been
introduced. It is based on probabilistically conditioning
the state transitions of a Markov model. The methodology
allows tradeoff analyses for the use of Error Control
Codes (ECCs) and scrubbing to control radiation induced
Single Event Upsets (SEUs). The methodology is
sufficiently general that it may model (or may be easily
extended
to
model)
many
different
memory
organizations, both logical and physical. The simulation
results may be hierarchically incorporated into system
level Markov models.
A model for a hypothetical 256K word memory was
developed to demonstrate the modeling technique. The
simulation results showed that large reliability
improvements are possible from using double and triple
digit ECCs, provided that scrubbing is rapid enough. The
results also showed that memory reliability may be
relatively insensitive to the scrubbing rate, e.g., a 2 orders
of magnitude change in scrubbing rate for a triple digit
ECC resulted in only a factor of 4 change in reliability.
Sensitivity analyses demonstrated that, for a given set of
parameters, one failure mode may dominate the
probability of memory failure.
The software tool PAWS [8] in combination with custom
model generation programs has been found to be very
efficient and useful for high-level reliability modeling,
analysis, and evaluation.
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